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All-Blacks First Match in Britain. 

New Zealand's high Commissioner welcomed his country's Rugby team, in 

the presence of the Duke of Norfolk, when they opened their tour against 

the Southern Counties, at Hove. But when the home skipper won the toss 

and gave the visitors (who kicked off) the benefit of the strong breeze 

some fans thought it was carrying hospitality too far (BRING- UP) 

Anyway the All-Blacks were grateful. They soon rattled on eight points -

then Fitzgerald scored another try (BRING UP) 

After more goal-points by Kelly - good work by McCaw paved the way for 

another try. Clark was the scorer (BRING UP) 

And Kelly, the master-kicker, ad'ed the points, to put' the All-Blacks 

twenty-one points up (BRING UP) 

-I'be second half, and dare we suggest that the scratch Counties side held 

their own? Or were the All-Blacks (despite this brilliant try by Jarden) 

trying not to out score their welcome? (BRING UP) 

v7e can't question the result, anyway. The Tourists won by 24 points to 

nil. So the All-Blacks are on the war-path once again (BRING UP) 

Modern Tanks Mount All Obstacles. 

One of the great lessons of the last war was the true value of the tank. 

Its rapid advances turned whole fronts - leaving chaos and defeat in its 

wake. But a tank has to be handled properly. Once it is bogged down it 

'^cones just a liability. And though this demonstration at the Royal 

Armoured corps. Centre, at Bovington, showed how modern recovery-vehicles 

come to the rescue, it also showed how a well-driven tank can surmount 

most obstacles and continue the advance (BRING UP) 

Today, even a forty foot cliff is no defence against the Centurion Mark 

Three - our latest medium-gun tank. There was also a firing demons trati or 

in which the gunners proved that having located the target - they could 

hit it (BRING UP) 

Yes, the use of the tank has literally progressed by leaps and bounds -

symbolising as it does, the strength that means peace (BRING UP) 
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